Whether you are looking to install, upgrade, or develop, your integration engine, our implementation partnership can enhance your data sharing, improve collaboration, and build a solid foundation for your digital plans.

**HOW WE CAN HELP**

**HEALTHSHARE HEALTH CONNECT DEPLOYMENT**

You may be an acute or mental health trust, or community organisation seeking to share patient information across different systems. InterSystems HealthShare Health Connect is an integration engine that guarantees high-volume message transactions, process management, and monitoring to support your critical applications. ReStart can help you define requirements, map architecture and share project management, to set up your new integration engine seamlessly.

**UPGRADES AND MIGRATIONS**

If your existing integration engine is unstable or you want to use the latest version of Health Connect, we provide efficient migrations with no disruption to service. ReStart has over 15 years’ experience as an InterSystems partner, working specifically with their integration platforms Ensemble and Health Connect, so you can be confident that we’ll improve performance and manage relationships, allowing you to get on with the day job.

**INTEGRATION ENGINE AUDITS**

An audit of your integration engine environment ensures your organisation is ready to improve digital maturity. Our consultants provide a detailed report highlighting risks to security, availability and performance. The report also includes a review of your backup (or mirroring) ensuring that it works effectively to protect your data feeds. If required, we can unpick complex environments to document source code that reflects your functionality and makes it easier to maintain in the future.

**ENSEMBLE/HEALTH CONNECT SUPPORT**

ReStart currently supports 30 NHS organisations that are using InterSystems technology. We monitor Ensemble and Health Connect environments 24/7 to protect over 150,000 clinicians from interruptions to the flow of patient data. In-scope systems and interfaces are proactively monitored via RAM (ReStart Alert Monitor), which tracks system heartbeats, message throughput, queues or errors, system connectivity and uptime.
INTERFACE DEVELOPMENT

Our integration developers support all healthcare message formats standards and protocols compatible with InterSystems technology, including FHIR, HL7, XML, SOAP, JSON, APIs, TCP/IP, (S)FTP, HTTP(S), Oracle & SQL Server and flat file processing. This means we quickly develop interfaces to translate health data between different systems (including legacy technology), giving you unmatched interoperability power and scalability.

The flagship London teaching hospital is partnering with ReStart and InterSystems to migrate from a legacy BizTalk platform to Health Connect.

The migration forms the crucial foundation of the trust’s digital transformation strategy prior to an implementation of a new EPR (electronic patient record), EPIC. Health Connect will also be key to supporting wider data sharing and collaboration across the South East London LHCRE (Local Health and Care Record Exemplar).

ReStart has chosen a 5-stage transition-based migration approach to phase in the new integration engine. This approach provides the lowest risk and fastest route to delivering a stable integration platform that supports the existing estate, while enabling the almost immediate and rapid development of new interfaces.

For help with your integration contact;

hello@restartconsulting.com
01392 363888

Or get in touch with your InterSystems account manager.